
        
 
#10 $______  
Remington Model 700 Classic 
Limited Edition 7mm Mauser (7x57) only produced in 1981. 
It has a 22” barrel, drop floorplate & factory Redpad. 

 
#2 $_______ Remington Nylon 66 Apache 
Black Chrome .22LR auto from 1978. It sells in 
99% Original Condition. 
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#4 $_______ Remington UMC Model 51 .380 Auto pistol from the 1920’s. 
It has a 3 1/4” barrel, fixed sights and checkered hard rubber grips. 

#8 $______   
Remington Model 1100 Magnum 20 ga 3” 
Autoloader that was built in 1970. It has 
a 28” Full choke barrel, chrome bolt 
& a White Diamond pistol grip cap. 

#1 $______               Remington Model 788 bolt 
             .22-250 rifle built in 
                       1976 with a 24” barrel. 
                       Nice Rifle with a Birch 
              Stock, Clip & Scope. 

#3 $_______                   Apache Black 
                   Nylon 66 that was 
             Built in the 1st Year - 
             1962! Sells MINT 
 

#5 $_______ Remington 870 SuperMag 12 ga 3.5” pump shotgun in 
Mossy Oak w/ Turkey choke.         
                

 
      #6 $_______   
Remington 742 BDL Woodsmaster .30-06 rifle 
from 1976 in Nice Condition! Basketweave 
Walnut stocks & Bushnell scope in look-thru mounts. 

#7 $_______  
       

       
            Remington Model 1100 12ga Autoloader from 1967—Over 50 years old & sells in Top 
    Condition. It has a 28” vent rib barrel in Modified choke & scroll checkered Walnut stocks 

 
#9 $_______   
                 Remington Model 6 Rolling Block .32RF 
          Rifle with 24” octagon barrel, factory sights & tight 
               Original Walnut stocks with crescent plate. Also Box of ammo  
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#11 $______          Savage A-17 .17  MR semi-auto rifle 
                     with 22” barrel, Accu-trigger & 
                (2) rotary mags (like a 10/22). The 
                Bushnell scope is calibrated for .17  MR  

 
#12 $_______ Savage 
Mark II .22LR semi-auto with 21”  BAR, vented brown laminate 
Stock with thumbhole pistol grip & Simmons 2 -7x44 scope. 

#13 $_______  
 
 
               Savage Model 110E Series   .30-06 rifle that was built in 1969.  
          It has a 20” barrel, 3-position tang safety and a satin Birch stock.  
                Sells with a  intage Savage-SUWA 4x33 scope. 

#14 $_______  
Savage Model 99-B .300 Savage Takedown frame rifle 
with 24” barrel, hand checkered pistol grip stocks & brass round counter. 
It was built in 1930 and sells with a rare Lyman tang sight.  

#15 $_______  
 
       
           Savage Model 99-F .300 Savage lever rifle from 1955. It has a 22” barrel, 
            hand checkered pistol grip stocks, Savage rifle sights & brass counter.
               

#16 $_______    
Savage Model 93 .17  MR 
Bolt action rifle with 21” barrel, 
Clip & BSA Classic 4x32 scope.  

 

      
        #17 $_______ Savage Striker Model 516 bolt action Pistol in 
            .243 caliber. It has a stainless 14” barrel & Weaver 
             2.5-8x28 silver pistol scope. A Fun  and-Cannon! 

 
 

#18 $______  Savage Springfield Model 67  12 ga 3” pump shotgun with 28” barrel  
             & Birch stocks from the 1960’s.  

 
              #19 $_______  Savage Model 720  umpback 16ga autoloader 
                     that was built in 1946. It has a 28” Full choke barrel, 
                 hand checkered walnut stocks and rollmarked scenes 
                                         of hunting dogs, ducks & ruffed grouse.  

 
#20 $______  
 
         Savage Model 12  armint rifle in .204 Ruger. It has 
         a 26” fluted Stainless heavy barrel, Accu-trigger & 
         Brown laminated stock. Nikon Buckmasters scope  



#30 $______  
      Ruger Redhawk double action revolver  
       in .45 Long Colt. This gun was built in 1995  
        and has a 4” barrel, ad ustable sights,  
         6-shot cylinder & rubber Logo combat grips.  
        

 

 
#27 $_______  
Unfired Ruger Predator .300 Win Mag in  oWild camo  
with 24” Cerakote bron e barrel, mu  le brake & Marksman ad . trigger.  
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#21 $______  
Ruger Pre-Warning 10/22 
.22LR semi-auto with 18.5” barrel, 
Walnut stocks & metal plate in 95% Condition. It was built in 1975!  

 
              #22 $_______ Ruger Flat-top 3 screw Single-Six .22LR 
                             revolver that was built in 1956. Nice Condition!  

 
#23 $_______  
Ruger M77 Mark II long-claw mauser  
in 7mm Mag. It was built in 2004 & sells in 98%.  
 as a 24” barrel & Simmons   3-10x44 scope in Ruger rings.  

#24 $_______  
             Ruger Security-Six .357 Mag double action revolver with  
                 4” barrel, ad ustable sights & checkered walnut grips.  
                        Built in 1974 & sells in Excellent Condition. 

 
#25 $_______                
Pre-ban 1980 Ruger stainless Mini-14 .223 
carbine with 18.5” barrel, black handguard, 
military peep sights and (2) Mags. Over 40 years old!  

#26 $_______   
          Ruger Speed-Six .357 Mag double action revolver built for 
           Military service. It sells Unfired with original box & sleeve  
          from 1981. It has a 2 3/4” barrel, round butt & lanyard ring.  

#28 $______      ery rare Unfired Ruger Blackhawk Convertible  
      .38-40 & 10mm Auto single action revolver. This was a Special  
       Limited Edition built for Buckeye Sports of Ohio in 1990. NIB  

 
 
    #29 $_______  
Ruger  Race Rifle” 10/22 
Special Edition 10/22 made to benefit the  
USA Shooting Team. Talo Exclusive in 2004  
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#33 $_______ Winchester Model 63 .22LR 
semi-auto rifle built for  Super Speed and Super- ” 
in 1956. It is a Minty rifle with a 23” barrel, Winchester  
sights & the large teardrop opening in the stock for shells.  
  

#31 $______  
Winchester Model 61  ammerless 
.22 pump rifle that was built in 1948.  
It sells in about 97% Original Condition. 

#32 $_______  
        Winchester Model 62A .22 short, long or long rifle pump rifle with factory sights,  
         23” barrel and nice walnut stocks. It is a Takedown model from 1949 in 98% Condition. 

#34 $_______  
                   Winchester US Model of 1917 military .30 -06 rifle that 
               has been Sporteri ed with a Bishop stock and a  
                  intage Lyman  Alaskan” scope with fencepost sight.  

 
#35 $_______                    
1995 Winchester Model 70 Classic Sporter bolt action rifle 
with controlled round feeding in 7mm Mag. It has a 26” barrel, drop floor,  
Safari wrap checkering & sells in high condition with a Simmons scope.            

#36 $_______                   Winchester Model 1897 Takedown 12ga pump 
         shotgun with 30” Full choke barrel and original
             walnut stocks with rubber plate. Most of the Blue 
               Remains from 1945! 

 

#37 $_______  
Winchester Model 36  arden  un in 9mm rimfire that is about 100 years old. 
It has a 17 1/2” smooth shotgun barrel, thumb -cock & scrolled trigger guard.  
This is one of the  uns that was stocked in Cherrywood. You can still buy 9mm  
Rimfire (Flobert) ammo from Fiocchi. 
 

#38 $______   
 
        Winchester Model 1904 .22 single shot rifle with 18” barrel & fixed sights.  
          It has a  umwood stock, Takedown screw & scrolled trigger guard. The  
             screws in the rubber buttplate are even hand -decorated. 

 

#39 $_______   
Winchester Model 94 .30-30 Carbine that was  
Built in 1938. It has a 20” barrel, full maga ine, 
factory buckhorn sights and a grooved metal buttplate.  

 
#40 $______  
 
       
     1971 NRA Centennial Edition Winchester .30-30 rifle with 24” barrel, 3/4 maga ine,  
     Supergrade sling rings & Peep sight. 



 
     #42 $_______Winchester 
Model 490 .22LR auto built at Cooey Factory in Canada in 1975. 
It has a 22” barrel, folding sight & front hood and checkered walnut stock.  
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#43 $______  
   
            Winchester Model 100 semi -auto .284 rifle 
              with 22” barrel, arrow clip & walnut stock. 
          This rifle is a Pre-64 (built in 1963) in another stock  

#41 $______             Winchester Model 100 semi 
            auto .243 rifle with 22” barrel 
                 & oak leaf Walnut stock. It 
            was built in 1965 & sells 
                      w/ a  alor scope in look-thrus 

 

#44 $_______ Winchester Model 12 pump 12ga  
shotgun that was built in 1925. It has a 30” Full choke barrel & Takedown frame.  

#45 $_______  
           
           Winchester Model 100 semi-auto .308 rifle with 22” barrel,  
                   Arrow clip & Simmons Deerfield 3-9x40 scope. Built in 1965 

 

#46 $_______  
Winchester Model 25 pump 12ga Solid frame  
Shotgun that was built in 1952. It has a 28” Full choke barrel.  

#47 $_______   
 
       Winchester Model 61  ammerless .22cal pump rifle with 24” round barrel, 
         Factory iron sights & nice walnut. Sells with a Weaver  2.5x scope made  
                                         in El Paso. This rifle sells in 98% condition from 1962.  

 

#48 $______ Winchester Model 121 .22 short, long or long rifle  
Single Shot rifle with 21” barrel & grooved receiver for scope mounting 
& Birch stock. It has a Takedown screw. 

 
#49 $_______   
 
       

         Winchester Model 52 bolt action .22LR rifle with 28” barrel, Ladder sight,  
       Factory installed Unertl blocks & Clip. Built in 1925 &  i Collector  uality! 

 
#50 $______  
Pre-64 Winchester Model 70  armint .243 rifle that was 
Built in 1957. It has a 26” heavy barrel, drop floor, controlled 
round feeding and hand checkered walnut stock. This rifle 
Sells in Nice Original Condition with a Weaver  10 60-B scope.  
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#51 $______  leingunther  -22 
.22LR bolt action ri fle that was  
Built in  ermany by  oere 
 oehrenbach and Finished in Seguin Texas. It is a mauser 
action with a 22” barrel, hand rubbed monte carlo stock with rosewood tip  
& palmswell and sells with a Bushnell scope. Excellent  uality .22 rifle. 

 

#52 $_______  
        
      1935  erman .22 Training Rifle built by WaffenStadt in Suhl.  It has a 26” barrel 
              & single shot bolt action with a full wood stock. Produced prior to the Na i 
                  waffens & sells in Remarkable  igh Condition for a Military Trainer!  

#53 $______ Custom mauser ri fle 
built with C ech  dot 1944”  
Military receiver. It is chambered 
for .22-250 with a 24” heavy barrel and  
Fa en vented brown laminate  armint stock. 
Sells with a Simmons 6-24x50 AO scope.  

#54 $_______                   Spanish military mauser (1916) 
            Converted to .308 rifle with a  
                22” barrel, synthetic stock  
            & Bushnell Sportview scope.  

         
#55 $_______ 
Yugo M48 military 8mm mauser with 24” barrel, push button 2,000m tangent sight,  
bayonet lug, cleaning rod & laminated stock. It has a Full Coat of Arms crest and 
was imported by Century Arms.  

#56 $_______   
 
        Yugo M48 military 8mm mauser with solid beechwood stock, 24” barrel, tangent 
              sight and front hood. It has a bayonet lug but no cleaning rod. CAI imported.  

#57 $_______  
1945 Turkish M38 8mm mauser 
Infantry rifle with 29 1/2” barrel. It was built at  . ale arsenal in 
Ankara, Turkey & imported by Century Arms.  as crescent moon crest 

#58 $______   
      Springfield  D-40 .40S&W sub-compact pistol with 3” barrel, 3 dot sights  
      & accessory rail. It sells with 9-round & 12-round double-stack mags. 

         #59 $_______ Springfield 
           Ds 9mm pistol with 3.3” barrel  
          and single stack maga ines. It 
          has an accessory rail & sells  
          with (5) mags. Built in 2013       

#60 $______ Springfield 
 Ds .45 auto pistol with 3.3”  
barrel & fiber optic sight.  
Built in 2014 & Sells Like New 
with extra mags &  D gear.  
 reat .45 carry gun. 



#61 $______          Special Edition Browning Buck Mark .22LR Rifle  
              This is the FLD Target  ray Laminate Lite 
            Rifle built in 2003. It has an 18” Bull 
                     barrel & RMEF edition 5-14x40 scope.  

 

 #62 $_______  Browning Buck Mark .22LR pistol with 5 1/2” Bull barrel  
& full length Optics rail. It has ad ustable sights, gold trigger & hand rubbed  
Walnut grips. Built in 2003. 

#63 $______  
                                Belgian Browning BAR LongTrac .270  
                 Deluxe rifle with Matte Nickel receiver &  
              hand oiled  rade II walnut stocks. Built in 
              2008 & 99% Condition. Now Discontinued  

 
 
#70-      $______  
Unfired  enry  olden Boy & Silver Boy .22LR rifles with 20” octagon barrels,  
tube maga ines & iron sights New In Boxes. Both have been Stored with the  
Protective socks in place. Nice walnut stocks with Carbine butts & metal plates.  
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#64 $_______ Browning Sweet Sixteen 16ga  
Auto-5 made in Belgium in 1960. It sells in  ery  igh Condition 
with a 28” Full choke barrel, stippled top and hand checkered walnut stocks with round grip.  

#65 $_______  
         
               Belgian Browning Light Twelve 12ga Auto -5 from 1961. 
              It has a 28” vent rib barrel in Modified choke & about 95% Original Condition  

#66 $_______   Belgian  
Browning Magnum 12 ga 3” Auto-5 in  
Investment  rade  uality. This is one of the Best ever  
sold by our firm. It is a 1958 shotgun with a walnut round -grip stock 
& sells with (2) Belgian vent rib 3” shell barrels  32” Full choke & 30” Modified. 

 

#67 $_______                     Browning A-bolt II left handed 
            Stainless Stalker 7mm Mag 
              rifle from 1999. It has a 26” barrel, drop floor clip 
         & sells in about 98% Condition with a Leupold  ari-  III 3.5-10x50 scope.  

 
#68 $______  Browning A-bolt II  
 unter from 2002. It fires the hard -hitting .300 WSM. 
It has a 23” barrel, drop floor clip & World Class -40 scope. 

#69 $_______   
               Belgian Browning A500R 12 ga 3”  
            Magnum recoil -operated autoloader  
                 from the 1980’s. It has a 30” vent 
                      rib barrel with Invector choke.  



#71 $______ 1 of 1,000 NRA engraved rifles for 2004 Ban uets  
with gold engraved S uirrels and NRA logo. It is a Remington  
Model 572 BDL Fieldmaster rifle with hand rubbed walnut stocks 
and sells in Unfired Condition in the original box with all papers.  
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#72 $_______       
 

 
         Remington 700 BDL DM 
         special edition .30-06 from 1998 with Enhanced Engraving. 
        It sells Unfired with a Clip, Safari checkering, ebony tip & World Class -50 scope.  

           
#73 $______Remington Model 700 BDL  Custom Deluxe” rifle with  
Enhanced Engraving in .300 Remington Ultra Mag caliber. It sells Unfired  
from 1999 with double crossbolts, a 26” barrel, hooded rifle sights and  
a Bighorn Ram on the drop floorplate. Long-range capability! 

 
#74 $_______    Remington Model 1911R1 Enhanced 
      .45 auto with 5” barrel, upswept beavertail,  
       Fiber optic sight & Black Pearl grips.  

 
 

#75 $_______  
Remington 870 Wingmaster 16ga pump shotgun  
that was built in 1954! It has a 28” Modified choke barrel. 

 
        

76 $_______ Remington 870 Wingmaster 12ga pump shotgun from 1960.  

 
#77 $_______  
Remington 241 Speedmaster .22LR semi-auto rifle 
Built on Browning’s Patent for the .22 semi -auto. 
This one was built in 1945 with a 24” barrel, ad . sights and Takedown design.  

           
           #78 $______ Remington 513-T Matchmaster 
                   .22LR rifle with 27” heavy barrel, Lyman globe sights  
                 & walnut target stock. Built in 1945 & sells in  igh Condition. 

 
#79 $_______   
Remington Model Seven 7mm -08 Carbine 
with 18 1/2” barrel, cut-checkering, a slight Schnabel tip, 
drop floorplate, Redpad & Deerfield Wideview scope in 98% condition.  

 
#80 $______  
            
         Remington 742 CDL Woodsmaster .30 -06 semi auto  
          rifle with 22.5” barrel, iron sights, scroll checkered walnut  
                & Model 742 cap on the pistol grip. Built in 1967 & sells with a 
                                                   Tasco 3-9x40 scope in look-thru mounts.  



 
#90 $______ C ech Army C -52 Tokarev 7.62x25 pistol from 1st year  
Production. It was imported by Century Arms & sells in  igh Condition  
with a leather holster, 2 mags & box. It was arsenal refurbished in 1991.  
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      #84 $_______ Unfired Sig Sauer  
      P365 SAS (Sig Anti -Snag) carry 
      pistol in 9mm with Bullseye 
      Tritium Sight & ported barrel.       

#81 $______              ArmaLite M15A2 5.56 rifle that was  
                 built in Coral  alley, IL in 1995. It 
                   has a 20”  BAR, fixed handle & 
                      Belonged to Bristol Shooting Range.
     

      #82 $_______    eckler &  och  P9 
      9mm tactical pistol with Night Sights  
      & accessory rail.  Built in 2014  
      & sells 99% with (2) 15 round mags 

 
      #83 $______  
      Romanian Cugir Arsenal A  
      with 1967 trunnion date. It is 
          an Underfolder with  2  
           trigger & 30 round mag.  

 

 
 
      #85 $_______ NoDak Spud  
     Model 2SF A -74 with side-fold stock,  
     Bulgarian trunnion & extra mags. S/N 27 

    #86 $_______ Bond Arms Bullpup 9mm  
     pistol that pulls ammo from the rear of 
     the mag. Excellent reliability! Like New 

      

     #88 $______ Walther P22 pistol built 
     in  ermany in 2003. Olive Drab polymer 
     frame & 5” compensated extended barrel. 

 
      

       #89 $_______ Palmetto State Armory  
           Limited run M4A1-clone stamped 
          Property of US  ovt” with 16” barrel & 
         15” aluminum  uadRail & Flat top. 

 

 
       
      

     #87 $_______  Century Arms C93 
     5.56 roller-delayed   93 clone with many  
      erman parts used. Drum sights &  andle  



#100 $______ Taurus PT58SS .380 pistol with iridescent hand  
polished Stainless steel frame & slide. It is a clone of the Beretta 84  
and this one was built in 1992. It has a 4” barrel, ad . sights & walnut 
grips.  
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                   #91 $______    eep America  reat”  
                          5.56 pistol with President Trump’s image. 
                                        Serial number starts with   OTE”  

              
           93 $______  
          MasterPiece Arms 
         .45 auto Carbine 
         with stick mags & 
         LED sight. 

       #94 $_______ Unfired Ruger LC-9 
     pistol from 2013 with 3” barrel & rug. 

 
 

        #95 $_______   erman  
          Schmeisser ST -44 .22LR rifle 
          with wood stocks from 2013.  
           25 round mag & tangent site 

      #96 $_______  erman 
      Lignose Einhand Model 2  
      .25 auto pistol built in Suhl  
      in 1925. Chip in 1 rubber grip.  

 

        #97 $_______  French  
     Military M49-56 semi-auto rifle in 
     .308 (7.62 NATO) with grenade 
     sight, original bayonet & extra mags. 

      #92 $_______  STI Eagle 5.0 .40S&W 
      Competition pistol with 2011 polymer  
      grip frame, double-stack mags,  
      extended magwell & Target sights. 

                
     #99 $_______ Century Arms C308 
         Sporter clone of     3 & built with actual 
         CETME military parts & chrome barrel.  

      
#98 $______ Smith & Wesson 1911 Stainless .45 auto pistol from 2003  
(1st year of stainless) & Crimson Trace red laser grips. 
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#102 $_______  
NO  FFL                                Winchester Model 1873  
                   2nd Model .44-40 Rifle built in 
                   1881 & sells Unmolested with  
                   Factory blue in the low areas!  

#101 $______ 
NO  FFL  Winchester 
Model 1873 2nd Model  
.44-40 Saddle Ring Carbine that was built in 1881. It has a 20” round barrel, 
full maga ine, carbine sights, stocks & saddle ring. From a Wyoming Ranch.  

         #103 $______ Colt Army Special  
      .32-20 double action revolver  
      built in 1910. It has a 6” 
      barrel & original 
      rubber grips. 

#104 $_______ 
NO  FFL            Winchester Model 1873 3rd Model .32-20 rifle with 24”  
                   Octagon barrel, full maga ine, buckhorn sights, original dustcover  
        & nearly Full Coverage of original Blue -now an even Patina. Built in 1889.  

   #105 $_______ Colt New Service .38-40 
  double action revolver with 7 1/2” barrel, fixed  
groove sights & Marble’s brass bead. It has a lanyard ring  
& full checkered walnut grips with pony medallions. 
Built in 1920.  

#106 $_______  
         Winchester Model 1892 .44-40 rifle from 1911. It has 
          a 24” round barrel, button mag, buckhorn sights & crescent plate. There  
        are NO buggered screws and the walnut stocks fi t tightly. Crisp metal markings.  

 
#107 $_______   
Colt Official Police .38 Special double action revolver in Original  
Box & NO cylinder mark. Built in 1956 & kept in a dresser drawer!  

#108 $______      Colt Official Police 
       .38/200 double 
       action revolver built 
       in 1941 & sent to the British Military for WW II use.  igh Condition!  

 

#109 $______            Winchester Model 55 
            Takedown .30-30 rifle with a half maga ine, 
           & grooved metal Shotgun butt. It was built in 1928.  
   

 
       

#110 $______Winchester Model 64 
.30-30 rifle that was built in 1934.  
It has a 24” taper barrel, ad . buckhorn sights  
and checkered metal Shotgun plate with widow’s peak. 
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#111 $______ Pre-War 
Winchester Model 70  
Carbine .30-06 with 20” barrel 
that was built in 1939. It has a Wing Safety, 
drop floorplate & Lyman Challenger scope. Lyman 37 sight mount.  

#112 $_______  
              
         Pre-64 Winchester Model 70 .30-06 Rifle from 1951. It has a  
                    24” contour barrel, drop floor & Weaver  4-F scope. 
  

     

#113 $______ Colt Agent .38 Special double action revolver 
in Factory Parkeri ed finish—only offered for 3 years. It has an  
aluminum alloy frame, 2” barrel & round butt with walnut grips. 

#114 $_______  
              Winchester Model 1895 .30 Army (.30-40  rag) rifle with 28”
                     barrel, original buckhorn sights & great walnut stocks with  
               the ebony insert. Built in April of 1914 & will Letter by Cody Museum. 

 
#115 $_______  Colt Police Positive .32 Colt revolver with 2 1/2” 
barrel, half moon blade & fire-blue trigger & screws. Built in 1907. 

      #116 $_______ 
       Colt Police Positive .32 Colt revolver with 4” barrel & 
        checkered rubber grips. It was built in 1923.  

 

#117 $_______   
Winchester Model 1894 .30-30 Rifle with 26” round barrel, 
full maga ine, Winchester buckhorn sights & crescent stocks.  
It was built in 1907  

 #118 $______ Winchester Model 1894 .38-55 
          Rifle with 26” Octagon barrel, full maga ine & 1901 
            precision buckhorn &  erman silver sights. It was 
        built in 1904 & looks like it was Never taken apart or Messed With!  

 

#119 $______ Colt Trooper Mk III .357 Mag double action 
revolver in 99% Original Condition! It was built in 1978 & has 
a 6” vented barrel with ad . sights and full checkered grips.  

#120 $______       
                  Winchester Model 71 Deluxe .348 rifle with 24” 
                     barrel, half maga ine, bolt peep sight & hand 
          checkered pistol grip stocks with WRAC 
            metal cap. It was Built in 1946 & has Supergrade swivels. 
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                 #121 $______ Beretta Silver  awk single 
          trigger Featherweight 12 ga 3” Side x Side shotgun 
               built in 1961.  and Engraved satin chrome alloy 
              receiver, 24 lpi checkered pistol grip & beavertail 
           Italian walnut stocks & 28” Full & Modified barrels. 

 
  #122 $_______   
Beretta A300 Outlander 12 ga 3” Autoloader with 28” vent rib 
barrel, screw-in chokes and  and-rubbed walnut stocks.  

  
            

          #123 $______  Standard Arms Model   .25 Remington autoloader built 
        from 1909 to 1912. It has a gas valve to switch function from semi-auto to pump. 
     Beautiful figured walnut stock, factory sights and ornate bron e plate & handguard with scenes.  

#124 $_______ Spanish 12 ga 3” Side x Side built by  abala 
 ermanos with hand engraving on Case -colored receiver. It was built 
in 1988 and Imported by American Arms as their York model. It has 
27 1/2” Full & Modified choke barrels & sells in 98% Condition.  

#125 $_______ Remington Model 81 Woodsmaster rifle in 
.300 Savage with  rieger conversion &  ollmorgen Bear Cub scope.  
Built in 1948. 

 
 
   #126 $_______  C -USA 
Sharp-Tail Target 12 ga 3” Side x Side with 30” barrels, screw-in chokes,  
Case colored receiver and single-selective trigger.  as cut checkering & pistol grip. 

 
 
             #127 $_______ 1960 Remington 740 CDL  
      Woodsmaster .30-06 rifle with Bushnell Sportview scope & Poly -Choke compass.  

       
#128 $______  Italian 12ga Over/Under shotgun  
that was made in Brescia, Italy in 1971 by Felix Saras ueta  
with 28” Full & Modified barrels. Stocks are carved with 
ducks & pheasants. Floral engravings on the receiver.  

            #129 $______ Remington Model 742 
                       Woodsmaster from 1976. It is 
                      a .30-06 rifle with gloss 
               walnut stocks & a Bushnell 
                      Sportview scope in look-thrus 

 
 
#130 $______  
Tri-Star Model TT-15 Top Single Trap gun with 12ga 34” ported barrel 
& competition rib. The rib is ad ustable, as well as the comb and the recoil pad.    



#131 $_____ Dolores River Rifle custom Lightweight 
Mountain Rifle in .300 Win Mag. It is a left-handed 700 action  
mated to a lightened bolt, barrel, Bell & Carlson glass bedded stock,  
Timney 510 trigger and a Timed mu  le brake. Sells with a Nikon  
ProStaff 4-18x40 stock. Built & Tested in Mancos, Colorado.  
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#132 $_______   
                Remington 700 7mm Mag rifle with 18.5” 
           Ported barrel & Tasco 3-9x40 scope. 

 
  
#133 $______Colt Challenger .22LR pistol in Original Box 
from 1951. It has a 6” barrel, brown plastic grips & original mag. 

#134 $_______  
           Remington 700 BDL .270 rifle with 22” barrel, drop 
                 floorplate, satin Walnut stock with wraparound 
          checkering, ebony tip & Nikon Buckmasters scope. 

 
#135 $_______  Colt  overnment Model 1911 .45 auto pistol that was  
built in 1955. It has been Accuri ed with a trigger  ob, top rail with ad . sights  
& frame stippling. Also has an arched mainspring & plastic grips.  

    

#136 $_______   
      
                       Remington 700 .243 rifle from 1993. It has a 
               22” barrel,  eweled bolt, walnut stock & 1” rings.  

 
  #137 $_______  Colt  overnment .45 auto pistol in 
Factory  ard Chrome finish. It is a full si e pistol with 5” barrel, 1911 
controls & rosewood grips. Sells Unfired in blue case with 2 mags.  

#138 $______  Remington 700  armint .22-250 with 26” heavy 
barrel, drop floor & brown laminate stock. Sells with Bushnell Banner 
6-18x50 scope. 

      

    #139 $______ Colt Model 1903 .32 auto pistol  
    from 1916. It has a palm safety, 3 3/4” barrel, 
    ad . sights and COLT rubber grips. Lots of Blue! 

 
#140 $______ Colt Model 1908 .25 auto  
pistol that was built in 1910. It has a 2” 
barrel, palm safety, rubber grips &  
2 mags. Sells with Brauer Bros. holster  
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        #141 $______  Thompson/Center Arms Contender pistol that was built in 1973. It has a  
      .45-70  ov’ t Super-14”  unter barrel with mu  le tamer & Bushnell Trophy 
               2-6x32 pistol scope. This pistol sells in about 99% original condition.  

           
      #142 $_______  
 &R Model 1871 .45-70 
Single shot rifle with 32” barrel, Williams globe sights and  
 and checkered stocks. Styled after an 1800’s Buffalo  un  

 

#143 $______  
        
        Savage Model 10 bolt action .270 WSM rifle with 24” barrel, 
                 Birch stock w/ redpad & Simmons 3-9x40 scope. LNIB 

    
 #144 $_______  
Savage Model 11 .223 bolt action rifle with 26” heavy barrel, 
mu  le brake, Accu -trigger, synthetic stock, bipod stud  
& Weaver scope bases. 

     #145 $_______   
           One of the First Ruger New Model Blackhawk revolvers built. It is a .357 
            Mag from 1974. It has a 6 1/2” Pre-Warning barrel, original silver 
           eagle walnut grips & sells in about 97% factory condition. 

    
#146 $_______   owa Model 1500 
.30-06 stainless steel rifle with 24” stainless barrel, 
     drop floor, walnut stock & 3.5-10x44  ame  ing scope.  
   

     #147 $_______ Ruger Single-Six .22LR & .22 Mag combo  
      revolver from 2003. It has a 6 1/2” barrel, original Eagle 
       Walnut grips and  ogue walnut combat grips.  
        Sells with Leupold M8 2x pistol scope  

     
    #148 $______   
            Tikka T3 stainless steel .270  
Left-handed rifle with 23” barrel & 
Nikon ProStaff 2-7x32 scope. 

 
     #149 $______  
      Ruger Single-Six .22 revolver with 5 1/2” barrel from 1981.  
       It has ad ustable sights & sells with a  unter Western holster.  

 
      
#150 $______  awthorne 
Model 760 .30-06 bolt action rifle from the 1960’s.  
It is an FN Supreme mauser that was sold by Montgomery Wards.  
It has a 24” barrel, drop floor, monte carlo stock & Bushnell Banner scope.  



#151 $______ Winchester Model 1886 Extra Lightweight 
Takedown Rifle in .33 WCF. It was built in 1907 and Sells in 
Beautiful Condition with the original Climbin’ Lyman peep sight. 
It has a 24” rapid taper barrel, half mag & widow’s peak buttplate 
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#152 $_______  
 
      Winchester Model 1886 Extra Lightweight 
     Solid Frame .33 WCF Rifle from 1912. It has a 24” rapid taper barrel, buckhorn 
     sight, genuine Ivory bead, half maga ine & widow’s peak rubber shotgun plate  

 
#153 $______ Colt 2nd  eneration SAA .357 Mag revolver 
with 7 1/2” barrel, case color frame & plastic grips. It was built in 1970.  

#154 $_______  
       
              Winchester Model 94 Eastern Carbine .30-30 built in 1922. It has a 20” barrel, 
      full maga ine, Ladder sight, pinned front bead & Carbine butt. There is NO  
                ole on the left side of the receiver for a saddle ring. Nice Condition! 

 
#155 $_______   Colt New Army .41 Colt double action 
revolver with 4 1/2” barrel, half moon blade & rubber grips. 
It was built in 1900 and still has some of the original Blue. 

      
#156 $_______              Winchester Model 94 .32 Special 
             with 20” barrel, full maga ine & 
         Lyman 56 receiver sight. Built in 1952 & sells with 
       Over 90% original Blue &  arnish. 

  #157 $_______ Colt New Police .32 Colt revolver from 1902. 
 It has a 4” barrel, 3-line address with last Patent Date of 1888 &  
Sells in  igh Collector  uality. 

#158 $______   
           Marlin Model 30T  .30-30 Carbine. This was 
                a Special Model that was Exclusive to  mart for  
               2 years.  as a 18.5” barrel, straight Birch stocks & iron 
                   sights. Sells with a tasco 3-9x32 scope in look-thrus.  

 
#159 $______ 
Colt New Police Target .32 Colt revolver with 6” barrel 
& ad ustable sights. It was built in 1903 & Looks  reat!  

#160 $______  
 
             Marlin Model 39A .22 lever gun from 1955. It has a 24” 
              barrel, full tube maga ine, factory sights and Big  
                walnut stocks. Sells in nice collector condition. 
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#161 $______            
Winchester Model 61  ammerless 
.22 S,L or LR rifle with 24” barrel & tube maga ine. 
It is a Takedown model built in 1950 and has a grooved 
Top of the receiver for scope mounting. The Factory Blue is still  lossy!  

#162 $_______   
 
             Winchester Model 62A  allery  un from 1932. It has a 21” barrel with Factory 
        sights and is built for .22 Short only. Beautiful walnut stocks & Winchester Blue! 

#163 $______ Winchester Model 1903 .22 Win Auto  
rifle with 20” barrel, metal crescent buttplate and Takedown design. 
It was built in 1908 as part of the Winchester Self-Loader series. 

#164 $_______  
 
         Winchester Ranger .270 that was built in 1988. It 
         has a 22” barrel, iron sights, checkered walnut stock with a metal 
                pistol grip cap, 2 crossbolts & Simmons 3 -9x40 scope. 

#165 $_______ 
Winchester Model 62 .22 S,L or LR pump rifle  
with 23” barrel, 3/4 tube maga ine & factory sights.  
It is a Takedown model with nice Walnut & factory plate  
that Sells in about 98% Original Condition from 1947 manufacture!  

#166 $_______ 
 
      Winchester Model 1897 Takedown frame 12ga pump shotgun with 30” Full choke 
           barrel & walnut stocks with round knob grip. It was built in 1902. 

 

#167 $_______ 
Winchester Model 62A .22 pump that was built in 1949.  
It has a 23” barrel with 3/4 tube maga ine, factory iron sights and  
nice walnut stocks with Winchester plate. It sells in  igh Condition.  

 

          #168 $______  Winchester Model 37A 12 ga 3” single shot with 30” Full 
      choke barrel, gold trigger & light scrollwork engraving. It has Birch stocks 
             and was built at the Cooey Factory in Cobourg, Ontario Canada in the 1970’s.  

 

#169 $______  
Winchester Model 67A .22 S,L or LR 
Single shot rifle with Chrome bolt & 27” barrel. 
It has factory sights and a nice Walnut takedown stock.  

 

#170 $______  
          Winchester Model 69 .22 bolt rifle with a 25” barrel 
        & Bushnell Banner 22 scope. It is also a thumb -cock model 
               and is missing the Clip. Takedown screw & sling rings.  
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#171 $______  
Remington Nylon 66  
Mohawk Brown .22 auto from 
the 1st Year—1959. It sells in Collector Condition. 

#172 $_______   
 
 
                    Remington 700 BDL .270 rifle from 1991. It has a 22” 
                barrel, drop floor, Bell & Carlson fiberglass stock & Simmons scope. 

 
#173 $______  
Remington Mohawk 10C .22 auto  
from 1976. It has a grooved receiver 
for scope mounting and is missing the Clip.  

 

#174 $_______  
               
               1980 Remington Model 700 .308 rifle with 22” barrel, diamond pattern 
             checkering on the walnut stock & sells with Weaver Marksman 3-9x32 scope. 

 
#175 $_______   
Remington Model 522  iper .22LR auto  
with 20” barrel, ad . sights & Optics mount.  

 

 
#176 $_______  
                Remington Model 770 bolt action rifle in 7mm Mag. 
                 It sells with the original box & has a 24” barrel, Clip & 3-9x40 scope. 

 

#177 $_______   
Pre-Warning Ruger 10/22 built in 1988.  
It has a 18.5” barrel, folding sights & Birch stocks.  

#178 $______   
 
              Mossberg Model 100 All Terrain Rifle .243 
                with 20” fluted barrel, ad . LBA trigger & 3 -9x40 scope. 

 
 

#179 $______  
 .C.  iggins Model 101.16 22auto with 24” barrel, 
iron sights and Walnut stock with takedown screw. 
This was a Savage/Stevens Model 87A that was sold by Sears in the early 1950’s.  

 

           #180 $______ Mossberg Model 800C 
                   .22-250 rifle with 22” barrel, dog-leg bolt, drop 
        floorplate & Pronghorn scope. Nice Rig from the 1970’s.
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        #181 $______ NO  FFL 
         Springfield Model 1873 Trapdoor .45 -70 rifle from 1884. 

         It has 32 5/8” barrel with Eagle,   & P proofs, grooved  
        trigger & 2pc trigger guard with sling ring & stack ring.  

       Tangent/ladder sight & cartouche by Samuel W. Porter. 

 
#182 $_______   
NO  FFL Springfield 
Model 1863 .58cal Musket from the Civil War. It has the original 40” barrel & 18” socket bayonet. It has the correct US 
acceptance marks and you can almost Feel the  istory when this longarm is in your hands! 

#183 $______  
NO  FFL  US Model 1863 
Contract Musket from C. Robinson 
of New York. The stock has (2) legible 
cartouches & military proofs at the 
breech. The stock & barrel have been shortened. 

  
#184 $_______  
Savage Model 99-E  .300 Savage lever rifle from 1954.  
It has checkered pistol grip stocks with a Schnabel tip, brass 
round counter, iron sights & Bushnell scope.  igh Condition gun 

#185 $_______    
 
        
          Weatherby Model PA-08 Upland 12 ga 3” pump shotgun with 28” vent rib barrel 
      & screw-in chokes.  reat checkered walnut stocks & Sells in Like New condition. 

 
#186 $_______ Remington Model 878 Automaster 
12ga shotgun from 1960. It has a 28” Modified choke 
barrel & some neat roll engraving. Diamond checkering. 

#187 $_______   
 

             Universal M1 .30 Carbine with 18.5” barrel, 
ad . peep sight & front sight ears. It has a walnut stock,  

bayonet lug & sling. No mag is included.  

 

#188-     $______  Taurus .38 Special 
revolvers with 2” barrels & rubber grips. Both  
are 5-shot cylinders & Like New Condition  
 188-A is 85 Ultra-Lite with aluminum alloy frame 
 188-B is Model 850 with a concealed hammer 

 

#189 $______  
        Remington Model 870 Magnum Wingmaster 12 ga 3” 

pump shotgun from 2011 . It has a 28” vent rib barrel 
with RemChoke, walnut pistol grip stocks & factory recoil pad.  

Sells in about 98% original condition.  

 

 
 
#190 $______ Unfired Remington Model 870 Express 12ga  
Shotgun with 26” vent rib barrel, RemChoke & checkered birch stocks.  
It has the original box.    



 

       #196 $_______NO  FFL 
        Smith & Wesson Model 1 1/2 .32cal revolver built in 1870.  

It is the 2nd Issue with a 5 shot cylinder & swing-up barrel. 
 It has the original bird’s head grips & spur trigger. 
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#191 $______ Colt Police Positive .22 Target revolver that was built in 1911.  
It has a 6” barrel, ad . front & rear sights & checkered walnut grips.  
 reat Original Blue with niter blue screws & trigger. 2-line address 

 
         #192 $_______   

          Colt Police Positive Special .38S&W built for the  ong  ong 
            Police Department in 1955. It has a 4” barrel & unusual Colt 

        Thumbrest grips plus a lanyard ring. 

 

#193 $______  
Remington 141  amemaster .30 Rem pump rifle from 1948.  
It has a 24” barrel,   ad . sights and a Takedown frame. 
 

       #194 $_______  
                   Colt Lightning double action .38 Colt revolver built in 1904.  

It has a 4 1/2” barrel, bird’s head rubber grips and the  
Action Works—a real rarity in this Model after 125 years!  

 

#195 $_______  
New England Firearms Pardner Pump 
20 ga 3” shotgun with 26” vent rib barrel, screw-in choke & walnut stocks.  

 

 

#197 $_______   
Mossberg Maverick Model 91 12 ga 3.5” 
Pump shotgun with 28” vent rib barrel & screw-in chokes.  
 

            #198 $______Smith & Wesson Safety  ammerless 5th Model .38S&W  
 Lemon-S uee er” with 4” barrel from 1907. 

#199 $______NO  FFL S&W 1st Model .32S&W Safety  ammerless 
with 3 1/2” barrels & palm safety. It has patent dates of  
1880, 1883 & 1885. This one was built in 1888.  

 
        #200 $______  

        Smith & Wesson Model 49 Bodyguard .38 Special  
revolver with Original Box from 1960.  

It has a 2” barrel & includes a 1966  
Concealed Pistols License 

from previous owner. 
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#201 $_____ 
         Winchester Model 67 .22 short, long or long rifle  

with 27” barrel, iron sights and walnut stock with finger-grooves. 
It is a Single Shot with thumb safety and a Takedown model. 

 

 
#202 $_______  Remington Sportsman-48 12ga autoloader 
with 30” Full choke barrel & duck on the pistol grip cap. Built in 1953  
 

       #203 $______ Sears Model 2C .22 bolt rifle that was built in 
       1967. It has a 21” barrel, iron sights & a 7-round Clip. This is a 
        Winchester Model 131 rifle in a Birch stock that was sold by Sears 

#204 $_______ Remington Sportsman-58 12ga  
Autoloader with a 30” Full choke barrel & diamond 
pattern checkering on the walnut stocks. There is a  
Retriever on the pistol grip cap & rollmarked hunting scenes.  
 

 
            #205 $_______    

          Remington Model 511 Scoremaster .22 bolt 
with 25” barrel & factory sights.  

It has a walnut stock & is missing the Clip.  

#206-      $_______  
Mossberg .410 ga 3” bolt action shotguns.  
 206-A (shown) is a clip-fed Takedown model with a 26” barrel 
 206-B has a 28” barrel & Mossberg ad ustable choke with blind maga ine 

 
             #207 $_______ Savage Springfield 

Model 840 bolt action .222 Rem rifle from the 1970’s. 
It has a 24” barrel & Sportview 4x32 scope.  

       
#208 $______ Chiappa 1911-22 full si e .22LR pistol with 5” slide, 
ad . sights and double diamond checkered walnut grips. Sells Like New 

      #209-      $______ 
     Rossi  it  uns with 2 barrel sets &  ipper cases. 
   209-A (shown) is Stainless Steel with fiberglass stocks & includes .22LR & .410 ga 3” barrels 
   209-B is Blued steel with Birch stocks & includes .22LR & 20 ga 3” barrels 

#210-      $______  &R revolvers  210-A (pointing left) is a .38S&W top -break 5-shot with 3 1/4” barrel 
     210-B (pointing right) is a Model 1906 .22cal 
     with a 6” octagon barrel & saw 
      handle grips (chipped) 
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#211 $______      Savage Model 99C .308 rifle with 22” barrel, pistol grip stocks, iron 
                   sights & tang safety. Built in    1966 & has a Savage scope  

  
 #212 $_____Ruger Mark I .22LR pistol built in 1981. It has a 5 1/2” Bull 
barrel, tasco 2x20 pistol scope and sells in 99% original condition. 

#213 $______  
                Ithaca 37 Featherlight 
                   12 ga pump Combo with 
            Deerslayer 20” smooth slug barrel & scope 
                   and 28” vent rib Modified choke barrel. 

 
   

      #214 $_______  
 Mossberg Model 835 Ulti-Mag 
12 ga 3.5” pump shotgun built in 2000.  
It has Factory Applied full camo, 24” ported barrel with truglo bead and screw-in choke. 

 

      #215 $_______  Charter Arms Bulldog .44 Special revolver with 
       2 1/2” barrel, fixed groove sight and checkered walnut grips.  

        Sells in 98% original condition with hard case.  

        

 #216 $_______  
Unfired Mossberg Model 935 Ulti-Mag 
12 ga 3.5” Autoloader with 26” vent rib, 
Truglo sight & Accu-choke  

 
        #217 $_______   

      &R Topper Model 098 .410 ga 3” single shot with 25 1/2” barrel, stainless steel 
     receiver and black hardwood stocks. It was built in 1997 & sells with 3x scope. 

 
           

#218 $______ Ruger Charger .22LR pistol with 10” threaded barrel, 
Optics rail, brown laminated stock & folding bipod. It uses the same mag 
as a 10/22 & sells in Like New Condition from 2013. 

 

 
#219 $______           Marlin Model 336 Sporting 
            Carbine .30-30 levergun from  

         1957. It has a 20” micro-groove barrel, 3/4 mag & 
        Big Walnut pistol grip stocks. Weaver  3 Fencepost scope  

 
 

       
#220 $______ Rohm Model 66 .22 Mag single action revolver that 
was built in  ermany in 1976. It has a bright Nickel finish & 4 3/4” barrel. 


